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Quarter 1 and 2:
It is with great pleasure that I am able to bring to the attention of the Telex User Base, our
recent progress with regards to product development on the TelexAI project. While things
on the surface may appear to be completely at a standstill, the team has made significant
strides in terms of seeing the completion of the software project suite. This includes the
newly developed ability to access TelexAI, whether it is for the trading aspect, or for the
newly defined feature, investment into securities based projects. To that end, we are and
have been fully utilizing our status of approval in Estonia, as well as the ever elusive
CryptoCurrency Exchange Operation Licence to really push the boundary for the accessibility
element in crypto, which means you will be able to access TelexAI through an upcoming
partner platform, whose user base currently sits at over: 2 billion Monthly Users. This new
partner platform is secondary to the current platform Telegram. Now, enough with the
vague updates and past, the market is alive, and it’s time for TelexAI to come alive.

So, What Now?:
Moving forward it is our intention to take a new home under the wing of the TurtleNetwork
platform to facilitate our upcoming IEO crowdsale, using the smart contract infrastructure
available to us through TurtleNetwork, we are able to securely ensure the backend tokens
for our crowdsale and upcoming crowdsales may ONLY be traded by KYC Whitelisted
addresses, natively on the TurtleDex alongside all the other assets, without having to visit
any other site. In fact, the framework that is being developed at the moment will allow
users to interact with the TurtleNetwork platform and other networks directly from TelexAI
(Telegram and Upcoming Partner Platform). A
 ll of this has been possible to this point, thanks
to our beloved investors and the country of Estonia.

Uhm, Hold the Phone..:
Sure, we have time, no worries... Yes TelexAI is going to have an IEO, and the details
pertaining to that will be released in the near future, with regard to the partner platform
announcement, TelexAI will be returning to a LIVE testnet state, where we will once again
run a contest, reward the winners and testers, and gather feedback as we continue to
develop towards our crowdsale and upcoming future of the products life cycle. As a final
piece, I would like to inform everyone that TelexAI intends to build a gateway developed for
TurtleNetwork platform as soon as possible, and in the meantime, as in the past, we will
provide a manual transfer structure through which once can move their supply from
Ethereum over to TurtleNetwork.
Sincerely,
Co-Founder Nathan Sharp
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